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The League
2019-10-01

the epic tale of the five owners who shepherded the nfl through its
tumultuous early decades and built the most popular sport in america the
national football league is a towering distinctly american colossus
spewing out 14 billion in annual revenue but it was not always a success
in the league john eisenberg focuses on the pioneering sportsmen who
kept the league alive in the 1920s 1930s and 1940s when its challenges
were many and its survival was not guaranteed at the time college
football baseball boxing and horseracing dominated america s sports
scene art rooney george halas tim mara george preston marshall and bert
bell believed in pro football when few others did and ultimately
succeeded only because at critical junctures each sacrificed the short
term success of his team for the longer term good of the league at once
a history of a sport and a remarkable story of business ingenuity the
league is an essential read for any fan of our true national pastime

The Treaty of Versailles
1998-09-13

this text scrutinizes the motives actions and constraints that informed
decision making by the various politicians who bore the principal
responsibility for drafting the treaty of versailles

The League of Nations and the Organization of
Peace
2014-07-22

the league of nations pre cursor to the united nations was founded in
1919 as a response to the first world war to ensure collective security
and prevent the outbreak of future wars it was set up to facilitate
diplomacy in the face of future international conflict but also to work
towards eradicating the very causes of war by promoting social and
economic justice the philosophy behind much of the league s fascinating
and varied roles was to help create satisfied populations who would
reject future threats to the peace of their world in this new volume for
seminar studies martyn housden sets out to balance the league s work in
settling disputes international security and disarmament with an
analysis of its achievements in social and economic fields he explores
the individual contributions of founding members of the league such as
fridtjof nansen ludwik rajchman rachel crowdy robert cecil and jan smuts
whose humanitarian work laid the foundations for the later successes of
the united nations in such areas as the welfare of vulnerable people
especially prisoners of war and refugees dealing with epidemic diseases
and promoting good health anti drugs campaigns supported by previously
unpublished documents and photographs this book illustrates how an
understanding of the league of nations its achievements and its ultimate
failure to stop the second world war is central to our understanding of
diplomacy and international relations in the inter war period
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The League of Nations and the Protection of the
Environment
2021-05-13

this first study of the environmental challenges handled by the league
of nations pioneers new perspectives on legal and environmental history

Historical Dictionary of the League of Nations
2006-01-16

created in 1919 shortly after world war i the league of nations was
principally designed to put an end to war but it went into hibernation
when world war ii broke out and was formally wound up in 1946 not having
achieved its primary objective it was deemed a failure however the many
accomplishments it did realize certainly allows for arguments against
this idea during its two decade existence the league of nations resolved
and defused many conflicts and crises as well as established a rapport
among its members it was also active in many other political social and
technical fields including minorities refugees human rights labor health
telecommunications and supervision of former colonial territories which
had become mandates above all the league of nations proved to be
training ground for the united nations and the countless other
organizations both governmental and non governmental which now surround
us just what the league of nations was able to do during its brief but
hectic career is summed up in this book the dictionary section contains
several hundred cross referenced entries on its founders and supporters
its rather small staff and secretariat the various subordinate or
related organizations and their overwhelming tasks the historical
background is described in the introduction and plotted year by year in
the chronology while the bibliography points to further reading

The League
2013-09-10

this book is a solid choice for reluctant readers who also happen to
love football school library journal just when it seems that his
football dreams are history wyatt s older brother aaron makes an
unexpected offer if wyatt ditches golf camp he can play with aaron in
the league of pain the roughest and most secretive rogue football league
in town now wyatt has a choice he can play by the rules like he always
does or he can follow his heart even if it means lying to the people he
cares about the most but if wyatt wants to play in the league he must
learn to accept the penalties

The League, the Nation's Danger
1919

the league of nations occupies a fascinating yet paradoxical place in
human history over time it s come to symbolize both a path to peace and
to war a promising vision of world order and a utopian illusion an
artifact of a bygone era and a beacon for one that may still come as the
first experiment in world organization the league played a pivotal but
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often overlooked role in the creation of the united nations and the
modern architecture of global governance in contrast to conventional
accounts which chronicle the institution s successes and failures during
the interwar period cottrell explores the enduring relevance of the
league of nations for the present and future of global politics he asks
what are the legacies of the league experiment how do they inform
current debates on the health of global order and us leadership is there
a dark side to these legacies cottrell demonstrates how the league of
nations soul continues to shape modern international relations for
better and for worse written in a manner accessible to students of
international history international relations and global politics it
will also be of interest to graduates and scholars

The League of Nations
2017-09-11

this supplementary volume to the papers of woodrow wilson contains a
collection of letters that eloquently reflect the ideals and
expectations shared by those american intellectuals who hoped to build a
new order out of the chaos of the first world war originally published
in 1966 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand
technology to again make available previously out of print books from
the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions
preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting
them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the
princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Letters on the League of Nations
2015-12-08

in the last years of the nineteenth century peace proposals were first
stimulated by fear of the danger of war rather than in consequence of
its outbreak in this study of the nature and history of international
relations mr hinsley presents his conclusions about the causes of war
and the development of men s efforts to avoid it in the first part he
examines international theories from the end of the middle ages to the
establishment of the league of nations in their historical setting this
enables him to show how far modern peace proposals are merely copies or
elaborations of earlier schemes he believes there has been a marked
reluctance to test these theories not only against the formidable
criticisms of men like rousseau kant and bentham but also against what
we have learned about the nature of international relations and the
history of the practice of states this leads him to the second part of
his study an analysis of the origins of the modern states system and of
its evolution between the eighteenth century and the first world war

Power and the Pursuit of Peace: Theory and
Practice in the History of Relations Between
States
1967-10
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the league of nations perspectives from the present is an accessible and
richly illustrated edited volume displaying a wide variety of cutting
edge research on the many ways the league of nations shaped its times
and continues to shape our contemporary world a series of bite size
studies divided into three thematic parts investigates how the league
affected the world around it and the lives of the people who became part
of this first great experiment in international organisation recent
research has reinterpreted the league as a laboratory of global economic
political and humanitarian governance expanding on this the volume aims
to show that the league is an academic site where international history
as a discipline has re invented itself by integrating new approaches
from social cultural and media history with an introduction by director
general michael moller of the united nations organisation in geneva this
work is a timely reminder of the fragile varied and enduring history of
multilateralism on the centenary of the signing of the treaty of
versailles

The League of Nations
2019-07-28

ninety years ago the league of nations convened for the first time
hoping to create a safeguard against destructive world wide war by
settling disputes through diplomacy this book looks at how the league
was conceptualized and explores the multifaceted body that emerged this
new form for diplomacy was used in ensuing years to counter territorial
ambitions and restrict armaments as well as to discuss human rights and
refugee issues the league s failure to prevent world war ii however
would lead to its dissolution and the subsequent creation of the united
nations as we face new forms of global crisis this timely book asks if
the un s fate could be ascertained by reading the history of its
predecessor

The League of Nations
2010-04-01

includes pictures includes accounts of members of the league includes
online resources and a bibliography for further reading the program of
the world s peace therefore is our program and that program the only
possible program as we see it is this 1 open covenants of peace openly
arrived at after which there shall be no private international
understandings of any kind but diplomacy shall proceed always frankly
and in the public view president woodrow wilson i have loved but one
flag and i can not share that devotion and give affection to the mongrel
banner invented for a league henry cabot lodge the united nations is one
of the most famous bodies in the world and its predecessor the league of
nations might be equally notorious in fact president woodrow wilson s
pet project was controversial from nearly the minute it was conceived at
the end of world war i wilson s pleas at the paris peace conference
relied on his fourteen points which included the establishment of a
league of nations but while his points were mostly popular amongst
americans and europeans alike leaders at the peace conference largely
discarded them and favored different approaches british leaders saw
their singular aim as the maintenance of british colonial possessions
france meanwhile only wanted to ensure that germany was weakened and
unable to wage war again and it too had colonial interests abroad that
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it hoped to maintain britain and france thus saw eye to eye with both
wanting a weaker germany and both wanting to maintain their colonies
wilson however wanted both countries to rid themselves of their colonies
and he wanted germany to maintain its self determination and right to
self defense wilson totally opposed the war guilt clause which blamed
the war on germany wilson mostly found himself shut out but britain and
france did not want american contributions to the war to go totally
unappreciated if only out of fear that the u s might turn towards
improving their relations with germany in response thus to appease
wilson and the americans france and britain consented to the creation of
a league of nations however even though his participation in the
crafting of the treaty of versailles earned him a nobel prize that year
wilson soon learned to his consternation that diplomacy with congress
would go no better than his diplomacy with european leaders the only
major provision that wilson achieved in europe the league of nations was
the most controversial in the united states both aisles of congress had
qualms with the idea believing it violated the constitution by giving
power over self defense to an international body other interests in the
united states especially irish americans had now totally turned against
wilson the president s interest in national self determination extended
to many european countries including hungary poland czechoslovakia and
belgium but it excluded one critical country ireland a country currently
embroiled in a revolution against great britain worse irish americans
thought the league of nations would harden anglo control of global
institutions simply put wilson returned home to find many americans
weren t buying the league of nations while the senate was able to build
a slim majority in favor of ratification it could not support the
necessary two thirds majority although the league of nations was short
lived and clearly failed in its primary mission it did essentially spawn
the united nations at the end of world war ii and many of the un s
structures and organizations came straight from its predecessor with the
concepts of an international court and a general assembly coming
straight from the league more importantly the failures of the league
ensured that the un was given stronger authority and enforcement
mechanisms most notably through the latter s security council

The League of Nations
2016-07-18

japan joined the league of nations in 1920 as a charter member and one
of four permanent members of the league council until conflict arose
between japan and the organization over the 1931 manchurian incident the
league was a centerpiece of japan s policy to maintain accommodation
with the western powers the picture of japan as a positive contributor
to international comity however is not the conventional view of the
country in the early and mid twentieth century rather this period is
usually depicted in japan and abroad as a history of incremental
imperialism and intensifying militarism culminating in war in china and
the pacific even the empire s interface with the league of nations is
typically addressed only at nodes of confrontation the 1919 debates over
racial equality as the covenant was drafted and the 1931 1933 league
challenge to japan s seizure of northeast china this volume fills in the
space before between and after these nodes and gives the league
relationship the legitimate place it deserves in japanese international
history of the 1920s and 1930s it also argues that the japanese
cooperative international stance in the decades since the pacific war
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bears noteworthy continuity with the mainstream international
accommodationism of the league years thomas burkman sheds new light on
the meaning and content of internationalism in an era typically seen as
a showcase for diplomatic autonomy and isolation well into the 1930s the
vestiges of international accommodationism among diplomats and
intellectuals are clearly evident the league project ushered those it
affected into world citizenship and inspired them to build bridges
across boundaries and cultures burkman s cogent analysis of japan s
international role is enhanced and enlivened by his descriptions of the
personalities and initiatives of makino nobuaki ishii kikujirô nitobe
inazô matsuoka yôsuke and others in their geneva roles

The League of Nations and the Rule of Law,
1918-1935
1998

includes pictures includes accounts of members of the league includes
online resources and a bibliography for further reading the program of
the world s peace therefore is our program and that program the only
possible program as we see it is this 1 open covenants of peace openly
arrived at after which there shall be no private international
understandings of any kind but diplomacy shall proceed always frankly
and in the public view president woodrow wilson i have loved but one
flag and i can not share that devotion and give affection to the mongrel
banner invented for a league henry cabot lodge the united nations is one
of the most famous bodies in the world and its predecessor the league of
nations might be equally notorious in fact president woodrow wilson s
pet project was controversial from nearly the minute it was conceived at
the end of world war i wilson s pleas at the paris peace conference
relied on his fourteen points which included the establishment of a
league of nations but while his points were mostly popular amongst
americans and europeans alike leaders at the peace conference largely
discarded them and favored different approaches british leaders saw
their singular aim as the maintenance of british colonial possessions
france meanwhile only wanted to ensure that germany was weakened and
unable to wage war again and it too had colonial interests abroad that
it hoped to maintain britain and france thus saw eye to eye with both
wanting a weaker germany and both wanting to maintain their colonies
wilson however wanted both countries to rid themselves of their colonies
and he wanted germany to maintain its self determination and right to
self defense wilson totally opposed the war guilt clause which blamed
the war on germany wilson mostly found himself shut out but britain and
france did not want american contributions to the war to go totally
unappreciated if only out of fear that the u s might turn towards
improving their relations with germany in response thus to appease
wilson and the americans france and britain consented to the creation of
a league of nations however even though his participation in the
crafting of the treaty of versailles earned him a nobel prize that year
wilson soon learned to his consternation that diplomacy with congress
would go no better than his diplomacy with european leaders the only
major provision that wilson achieved in europe the league of nations was
the most controversial in the united states both aisles of congress had
qualms with the idea believing it violated the constitution by giving
power over self defense to an international body other interests in the
united states especially irish americans had now totally turned against
wilson the president s interest in national self determination extended
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to many european countries including hungary poland czechoslovakia and
belgium but it excluded one critical country ireland a country currently
embroiled in a revolution against great britain worse irish americans
thought the league of nations would harden anglo control of global
institutions simply put wilson returned home to find many americans
weren t buying the league of nations while the senate was able to build
a slim majority in favor of ratification it could not support the
necessary two thirds majority although the league of nations was short
lived and clearly failed in its primary mission it did essentially spawn
the united nations at the end of world war ii and many of the un s
structures and organizations came straight from its predecessor with the
concepts of an international court and a general assembly coming
straight from the league more importantly the failures of the league
ensured that the un was given stronger authority and enforcement
mechanisms most notably through the latter s security council

A History of the League of Nations
1986-03-26

reprint of the original first published in 1907

Japan and the League of Nations
2007-12-03

set in the ichidian universe this sherrilyn kenyon spine tingler
features command assassin nykyrian quikiades and kiara zamir

Inside the League
1986

an innovative study of the pre history of the league of nations tracing
the pro league movement s unexpected development

The League from Year to Year (1935)
1936

the secret of the league is a british dystopian novel by ernest bramah
which describes a successful overthrow of a democratically elected
british labour party government by members of the upper classes and
depicts such an overthrow as being a positive and desirable outcome in
the fictional british history depicted in the book the labour party wins
an overwhelming majority in general elections and forms a government
they do not institute a completely socialist economy but increase wages
frequently tax the upper classes greatly and create a large government
bureaucracy in foreign policy the labour government is conciliatory
towards other powers and curtails military spending a powerful upper
class cabal the league of the title whose members feel that the country
is going to the dogs makes careful secret preparations for overthrowing
the government over two years they secretly hoard large quantities of
fuel oil and convert coal burning plants to oil burning then they
suddenly announce a consumer strike against the coal industry at the
time a central part of the british economy and cause large scale
unemployment and distress among coal miners and secondary industries
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dependent on coal

The League of Nations
2018-02-19

howard ellis c the origin structure working of the league of nations
boston houghton mifflin company 1929 528 pp reprinted 2003 by the
lawbook exchange ltd lccn 2002041362 isbn 1 58477 320 0 cloth 95 surveys
the league s components and the role of its chief associated bodies the
international court of justice and the international labor organization
other sections consider its approach to open and secret diplomacy the
ratification of conventions and the function of related technical
organizations the author though enthusiastic about the league
appreciates the weaknesses in its charter and organization he argues
that these flaws are not inherent but are a consequence of the league s
reliance on prior international law which is plagued by weakness and
ambiguity

The Secret of the League
2016-11-04

this essay regards the early stages of the debate on disarmament at the
end of world war i when the international community intended to limit
countries armaments and expenses according to a widespread sentiment in
public opinion after a huge moral and physical devastation in 1918 some
draft projects of the league of nations covenant were elaborated by the
great powers and the original texts demonstrate the initial absence of
the matter but as the brainstorming continued the articles regarding the
way to disarm appeared even more pregnant the question at stake
concerned the reduction of armaments to the lowest point consistent with
national defence and the fulfilment of international obligations the
abolition of the mandatory conscription the prohibition to earn private
profits from the manufacture of arms the control of arms trafficking and
the full and frank publicity of military programs in 1919 during the
paris peace conference motivated men worked to create an organization
forerunner of the united nations with the aim of avoiding future wars in
the final version of the covenant some articles to realize disarmament
were present and a specific commission to carry on the related duties
was established the correspondence between the protagonists shows the
difficulties in approaching the issue

Born of Night
2009-09-29

the league of seven is the first book in an action packed steampunk
series by the acclaimed author of samurai shortstop alan gratz in an
alternate 1875 america electricity is forbidden native americans and
yankees are united and eldritch evil lurks in the shadows young archie
dent knows there really are monsters in the world his parents are
members of the septemberist society whose job it is to protect humanity
from hideous giants called the mangleborn trapped in underground prisons
for a thousand years the giant monsters have been all but forgotten but
now they are rising again as the steam driven america of 1875
rediscovers electricity the lifeblood of the mangleborn when his parents
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and the rest of the septemberists are brainwashed by one of the evil
creatures archie must assemble a team of seven young heroes to save the
world at the publisher s request this title is being sold without
digital rights management software drm applied

The History of the League
1926

in the early 1870s baseball was chaos mired in mismanagement and
corruption william hulbert the owner of chicago s national association
team believed that a league run efficiently with honest competition
would survive and flourish hulbert relying on his pragmatic philosophy
of molasses now vinegar later and working with his prize recruit albert
spalding founded the national league in 1876 that inaugural season of
the national league is chronicled in this heavily documented work the
league fell far short of hulbert s dreams in its first season but he
stuck to his belief that integrity would win out in the end he not only
prohibited sunday baseball and the sale and consumption of alcohol
within the league s ballparks but ousted two teams new york and
philadelphia from the league because they failed to meet their
obligation to finish out the season despite the setbacks scandals and
considerable opposition all of which are thoroughly covered here the
national league survived its first year

The League of Nations
1986

this volume focuses on the final years of the league of nations from
1929 to 1946 a time of political violence growing nationalism and war
author george gill recounts these turbulent years providing readers with
a fascinating chronicle of this period gill s incisively written essay
examines the decline of the league the rise of brutal dictators the
erosion of international unity and the failure of world leaders are all
part of his mosaic special insets throughout the text highlight pivotal
incidents key documents offer the words that made history and numerous
photographs recapture the spirit of a time past his book also offers a
chronology of major world events so that league history and the wider
global context are intermeshed gill demonstrates how the league died an
agonizing death yet makes clear how the larger cause of world
cooperation survived into a new and more dangerous era

Britain and the Intellectual Origins of the
League of Nations, 1914–1919
2021-04-22

a series of original studies on inter war international health and
welfare organisations

The Secret of the League
2019-12-04

winner of the cundill prize in historical literature shortlisted for the
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lionel gelber prize at the end of the first world war the paris peace
conference saw a battle over the future of empire the victorious allied
powers wanted to annex the ottoman territories and german colonies they
had occupied woodrow wilson and a groundswell of anti imperialist
activism stood in their way france belgium japan and the british
dominions reluctantly agreed to an anglo american proposal to hold and
administer those allied conquests under mandate from the new league of
nations in the end fourteen mandated territories were set up across the
middle east africa and the pacific against all odds these disparate and
far flung territories became the site and the vehicle of global
transformation in this masterful history of the mandates system susan
pedersen illuminates the role the league of nations played in creating
the modern world tracing the system from its creation in 1920 until its
demise in 1939 pedersen examines its workings from the realm of
international diplomacy the viewpoints of the league s experts and
officials and the arena of local struggles within the territories
themselves featuring a cast of larger than life figures including lord
lugard king faisal chaim weizmann and ralph bunche the narrative sweeps
across the globe from windswept scrublands along the orange river to
famine blighted hilltops in rwanda to damascus under french bombardment
but always returns to switzerland and the sometimes vicious battles over
ideas of civilization independence economic relations and sovereignty in
the geneva headquarters as pedersen shows although the architects and
officials of the mandates system always sought to uphold imperial
authority colonial nationalists german revisionists african american
intellectuals and others were able to use the platform geneva offered to
challenge their claims amid this cacophony imperial statesmen began
exploring new means client states economic concessions of securing
western hegemony in the end the mandate system helped to create the
world in which we now live a riveting work of global history the
guardians enables us to look back at the league with new eyes and in
doing so appreciate how complex multivalent and consequential this first
great experiment in internationalism really was

Report to the Council of the League of Nations
on the Administration of 'Iraq
1920

ninety years ago the league of nations convened for the first time
hoping to create a safeguard against destructive world wide war by
settling disputes through diplomacy this book looks at how the league
was conceptualized and explores the multifaceted body that emerged this
new form for diplomacy was used in ensuing years to counter territorial
ambitions and restrict armaments as well as to discuss human rights and
refugee issues the league s failure to prevent world war ii however
would lead to its dissolution and the subsequent creation of the united
nations as we face new forms of global crisis this timely book asks if
the un s fate could be ascertained by reading the history of its
predecessor

The Rise and Fall of the League of Nations
1974

from 1923 to 1946 ireland was a committed though critical supporter of
the league of nations under cumann na gaedheal and the foreign
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ministries of fitzgerald and mcgillgan the state s policy was that of a
radical ireland constantly sought to uphold the covenant and further the
work of the league in the face of great power criticism this was
recognised with the free state s election to the league council in 1930
under fianna fail de valera built upon his predecessors achievements and
ireland became a mature and influential league member by the early mid
1930s the irish were involved in nearly all of the league s most
important projects and the great powers such as britain recognised
ireland s role as one of the influential small states in the league the
late 1930s saw the league decline after italy s invasion of abyssinia
ireland still supported the league but in a theoretical manner as de
valera steered ireland towards neutrality in the looming conflict this
book analyses ireland s policy at the league in geneva and the
development of league policy in dublin against the background of the
turbulent inter war years it examines the personalities and issues
behind policy and analyses their execution in geneva it draws on
analysis of previously unseen material recently released from the
department of foreign affairs archives this book is a fundamental
reassessment of irish foreign in the inter war period

The Origin, Structure & Working of the League of
Nations
2003

this book lays down a marker as to the state of economists understanding
of the national football league nfl by assembling sophisticated critical
surveys of by leading sports economists on major topics associated with
the league the book is divided into four parts the first three chapters
in part i provide an overview of the business of the nfl from an
economist s perspective part ii is a collection of surveys of the
economics of the nfl s most important revenue streams including media
attendance and merchandising the nfl s labor economics is the focus of
part iii with chapters on player and coach labor markets the draft and
contract structure part iv includes essays on competitive balance
gambling economic impacts of the super bowl behavioral economic issues
associated with the league and antitrust issues this book will appeal to
sports economists sports management professionals and policy makers and
would be useful as a supplementary text for sports economics and
management courses as well as a reference text

The League of Nations and the debate on
disarmament (1918-1919)
2013-10-31

The League of Seven
2014-08-19

The League That Lasted
2004-05-18
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The League of Nations
1996

The League of Nations
1926

The League of Nations, Cartels, and the Tariff
1928

International Health Organisations and
Movements, 1918-1939
1995-07-20

Canada and the League of Nations
1975

The Guardians
2015-04-29

The Peace That Never Was
2019-10-15

Ireland and the League of Nations, 1919-1946
1996

The Economics of the National Football League
2011-12-20
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